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Table 1. List of solar indices used in the present analysis

Index Origin Cyc. 18 19 20 21 22 23

Years of maximum 1946–50 1956–60 1967–71 1978–82 1988–92 1997–01

Years of minimum 1942–45 1952–55 1963–66 1974–77 1984–87 1994–97

Radio emissions Corona * * * *

Cor. green line Corona * * * * * *

Protons Corona * *

X-rays Corona * * *

F10 Corona * * * * * *

EUV (Pio. Vênus) Corona * *

EUV (Hinteregg.) Corona *

EUV (SOHO) Corona *

UV emissions Chrom. *

PSI 6723Å Chrom. *

Lyman Alpha Tra.Reg. * * * * *

He I 10830Å Chrom. * * *

Total Irradiance Chrom. * * *

Mg II 2800Å Chrom. * * *

Solar Flare Index Chrom. * * * *

Solar Mag. Field Surface * * * *

Sunspot Gr. Area Surface * * * *

Cal. II Plage area Surface * * * *

Cal II K Intensity Surface * * * * * *

Sunspots Surface * * * * * *

fer considerably from one index to another. Donnelly et
al. (1985) showed that the solar UV full-disk flux at 2050Å
measured by NIMBUS 7 satellite varied in close agreement
with ground-based measurements of the He I absorption line
at 10 830Å for:

(i) short-term (13.5 or 27.5 days),

(ii) intermediate-term (several months), and

(iii) long-term solar cycle variations, but the UV variations
differed from those of the 10.7 cm solar radio flux F10.

The next major attempt to make a comparative study of
the variations of different solar indices was by Donnelly et
al. (1986), using the AE-E data of 15 wavelength groups
(170–1220̊A, Hinteregger et al., 1981), the He I line
10 830Å, the F10 flux, and sunspots. Donnelly et al. (1986)
showed that the ratio of the amplitudes of the long-term
variations to short-term variations was highest (about 2 to
3) for EUV (170–660̊A), about 2 for chromospheric UV,
EUV and 10 830̊A He I, and less than 1.5 for F10,Rz

and Ca-K Plage index. Several details about the 13-day
and 27-day variations were presented by them. In her re-
view, Lean (1987) examined all data, namely AE-E data
from Hinteregger et al. (1981), the LASP rocket data from

Rottman (1981), Mount et al. (1980) and Mount and Rottman
(1981), the SBUV data from Heath and Schlesinger (1984)
and the LASP SME data from Rottman and London (1984)
and Rottman (1985), and plotted the observational estimates
of the ratio of the maximum to minimum UV irradiance dur-
ing solar cycle 21. The plots showed a ratio exceeding 2.5 for
wavelengths 0–500̊A, falling thereafter steadily to∼1.2 for
1700Å, and below 1.05 for wavelengths exceeding 2100Å.
Recently, Kane et al. (2001) subjected the time series of sev-
eral radio emissions (Crakow Observatory, 275–1755 MHz)
to spectral analysis and showed that the coronal region where
these radiations originate rotates as a block (same angular ve-
locity) on a 27-day time scale.

A curious feature of the long-term activity is the evolu-
tion of sunspot numbers near sunspot maximum. In some
cycles, Rz rose rapidly to a maximum and fell thereafter
rapidly, giving the impression of a sharp peak, while in
some other cycles, the rise ofRz from the sunspot mini-
mum halted abruptly after a few years, the level remained
almost steady for the next few years, giving the impression
of a plateau, and then there was a sharp fall up to the next
sunspot minimum. Whereas most of the indices had coincid-
ing sharp maxima, in some cases, further evolution was not
similar to the sunspot number. For example, in solar cycle




